We investigate L p boundedness of zonal multipliers on the 2n + 1-dimensional Heisenberg group H n . These are multipliers which are invariant under the group SU(n) acting in the noncentral variables. The result is then applied to derive sufficient conditions for L p boundedness for a class of multipliers associated with SU(n) invariant operators in the enveloping algebra of H n . A necessary condition is also obtained with the aid of group contractions. 1* Introduction* The purpose of this paper is the extension to higher dimensional Heisenberg groups of some of the results of [4] . The main tools in the proof of the multiplier theorem in [4] are the machinery developed by Coifman and Weiss in [1] and the Fourier analysis on the Heisenberg group [9] .
Both of them are available in the more general case of the 2n + 1-dimensional Heisenberg group H n . However it turns out that a strict imitation of the methods of [4] , if at all possible, would produce prohibitively long and involved proofs.
These difficulties can be avoided if we restrict our attention to the sub algebra of multipliers which are invariant under the action of the group SU(n) acting in the noncentral variables.
We call these multipliers zonal multipliers. It turns out that zonal multipliers are convolution operators with a zonal tempered distribution on H n . One can show that these convolution operators on H n may be realized as averages over SU(n) of convolution operators transferred from H nl .
Thus we reduce the problem of finding sufficient conditions for their boundedness in L p (H n ) to the corresponding problem in H nl .
A repeated application of this argument will enable us eventually to apply the multiplier theorem in [4] .
This method, which is a generalization of the classical method of rotation used by Calderon and Zygmund to deal with singular integrals with odd kernels, is due to Coifman and Weiss, who applied it to several problems in harmonic analysis [2] .
Next, in §4, we consider a particular algebra of zonal multipliers on H n defined in terms of their symbol F, which is a function defined in the sectors S n = {(λ, r) e R 2 : r ^ n\ λ | > 0}. For these operators the conditions of the multiplier theorem assume a particularly simple form, being expressed in terms of growth conditions on the derivatives of the symbol. Some of the results of this paper were announced without proofs in [3] .
2* Fourier analysis on the Heisenberg group* In this section we recall the basic facts of harmonic analysis on the Heisenberg group. The main references here are the papers [8] and [9] of Geller.
The 2n + 1-dimensional Heisenberg group H* is the nilpotent Lie group whose underlying manifold is R x C\ The multiplication is given by:
where Φ is the skew-symmetric bilinear form Φ(z, z r ) = on C n x C\ Sometimes we shall also use coordinates (t, x, y)eR x R 2n , where z = x + iy. The Haar measure is the Lebesgue measure dtdzdz on R x C n . The group SU(n) acts as group of automorphisms of H n in the following way:
for ueSU(n), (ί, z)eH n . We say that a function /: £Γ n -> C is zonal if / is invariant under the action of SU(ri).
It is well known that the infinite dimensional representations of H n are parametrized by i?*, the set of nonzero real numbers, and that they can be realized on L\R n ) as follows. For every λeΛ*, let π λ be the corresponding representation. Then for <peL\R n ):
Given a function / e L\H n ) the Fourier transform of / is the operator valued function:
Choosing an appropriate orthonormal basis in the space of each representation π λ , one can give an explicit expression of the matrix coefficients of operators /(λ) in terms of /.
For every λ e iί* let {SίfaX a e N n } be the orthonormal basis in L\R n ) defined by = Π ^Λfy), * = (α,, --, a n ) e N*, ζ = (ξ l9 , f J e Λ Here is the Hermite function 3ίf h scaled by a factor 2|λ| 1/2 . Given multiindices m e Z w , α 6 iV w , we shall use the notation:
, a n ± m % ) . 
and cΰ 2 n-i is the surface area of the unit sphere in R ΐn . The inversion formula becomes:
We also have the following Plancherel formula:
11/ 111 =-ζ 3* Zonal multipliers* A left multiplier of L p (H n ), 1 <£ p ^ oo, is an operator valued function ikf defined on /ί* and taking values in ^{U{R n )), the algebra of bounded operators on L\R n ), such that the mapping / H+ Mf defined by Proof. The proof is based on an extension of the rotation method of Calderon-Zygmund due to Coif man and Weiss [2] . We give a sketch of the argument for completeness.
Given a function / e L p (H n ), first one shows that it is possible to express the convolution h*f as an average over SU(n) of certain transferred operators on L p (H n ). Then one shows that the L p norm of the transferred operators can be bounded by N p . The conclusion then follows by an application of Minkowski's integral inequality. More precisely one has:
where for every fixed ueSU(ri) U u is the isometric representation of
Note that we are identifying H n~ι with the subgroup of the elements of H n of the form (ί, z u , z n _ lf 0). Since SU(n) acts as a group of automorphisms of H n it is easily checked that U u is a representation of H nl . The fact that the norm of the transferred operator
is bounded by the norm of the operator of convolution by k on In this connection we introduce the difference operator 3ί n defined on sequences {R N :NeN} of functions of λeiί* by: 
Therefore from the classical formulas (see [5] ):
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his proves the theorem when Λf is the Fourier transform of a continuous function with compact support. For the general case we shall show that M can be appropriately approximated by multipliers which are Fourier transforms of continuous functions with compact support.
Given a function / defined on H n let [11] that A p is a Banach algebra for the pointwise multiplication and that Conv^ is the Banach dual of A p , via the pairing:
The algebra A p operates on Conv^ as follows:
for T e Convp, φ, f e A p . In particular when T is the convolution by a function heI/(H n ) 9 the product φ-T corresponds to the ordinary product φh. Now let φ be a zonal C°° function on H n , with compact support, such that φ^O and ||<p|| 2 = l. Define F 1 = φ^φ f and F σ (t, z) -F^σH, σz), for σ > 0. Then F σ is in A p and its norm is bounded by a constant c p independent of σ.
Let k ε>σ = i^A-We claim that the family {fc ε , σ : ε, σ > 0} satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. Clearly k ε , σ is continuous and has compact support. Moreover since for every / e A p : 
where R' N (X) denotes the derivative of R N (X) with respect to λ. We think of D+ and D-as "operators of order one" and A and D 2 as "operators of order two". The differential operator T spans the center of $ n and its Fourier transform is dπ λ (T) = ixl, where dπ λ denotes the derived representation of π λ . It is also clear that T is invariant under the action of SU(n). Next consider the left invariant differential operator It is well known that Sf is hypoelliptic and that it plays much the same fundamental role on H n as the Laplacian does on R n [6] . In particular Sf is SU(ri) invariant. Its Fourier transform is [7] :
Denote now by S n the sector {(λ, r) e R 2 : r ^ n\X\ > 0}. Let J^ be the family of all functions F in C n+ \S n ) such that
for all pairs I e N 2 such that 11 \ = i x + l 2 ^ n + 3. Given a function l let M F (-iT,^f) be the multiplier defined by M F (-iT, j^)(λ) = Σ*Xλ, (2ΛΓ+w)|λ|)P^(λ) λeiί* .
Then ^ = {Af^-iΓ, -S*): Fe^Q is a ^-algebra of zonal multipliers of L\H n ).
THEOREM 4.1. The set ^£ % is a *-algebra of zonal multipliers of L\H n ), l<p < oo.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 follows from Corollary 3.4 using Taylor's formula to express the differencedifferential operators in (3.3) in terms of derivatives of F. We consider in detail only the case of A which is already entirely typical. Let r = (2JV + l)|λ|. Then: Since r ^ |λ| and, for ΛΓ^ 1, r -2|λ| ^ r/3, from (4.1) follows that
+E[F(\ 9 r) -F(X, r -
It is not hard to see now that (4.2) implies (3.3) for Δ 2 -A Next assume the theorem proved for n -1, n ^ 2. By Theorem 3. for |J| <^ w + 2 for every & = (λ, r) such that either 0 < (n -l)|λ| ^ r ^ w|λ| or 0 < (n + l)|λ| ^ r. Therefore, in order to complete the proof of the theorem, we need only to show that the function G can be extended to a C n+2 function satisfying the inequalities (4.1) in all the sector S n _ lβ This is precisely the purpose of the following lemma. Proof. The proof is based on Whitney's extension theorem. Let Ω be the region between the two cones, i.e., Ω = {(λ, r): 0 < c 2 r < X < c 3 r). Then there exists a collection of squares with sides parallel to the axes Q l9 Q 2y
, Q k , such that
( 2 ) the Q k are mutually disjoint. ( 3 ) diam(ζ) fc ) ^ dist(Q fc , J^) ^ 4 diam (Q fc ). For the proof of this and the following facts we refer the reader to Chapter VI of Stein's book [13] . Denote by ζ>* the square which has the same center as Q k , but is expanded by a factor (1 + ε) , where ε is a fixed number, 0 < ε < 1/4. Then each point of Ω is contained in at most a finite number N of the cubes Qjf. Given the covering {Q%} of Ω there exists a partition of the identity {φt} subordinated 
The other terms are themselves sums of expressions like:
where 0 < \l\, I <^ j. Since Ynd ι φΐ(%) = 0 for xeΩ these sums are in turn equal to:
Choose a to be the point of minimum distance of x from ^7 Then since the angle between J^l and ^\ is less than π/2, there exists a constant C o > 0 such that C 0 \x\ ^ \a\ ^ |a?|. Notice also that we have \a -p t \ ^> 2\x -Pt\. Therefore by (4.4), (4.6) the expression (4.7) can be majorized by:
which in turn is not larger than c"| 5* Multipliers and group contractions* In this section we study a relationship between L p multipliers on H n and L p multipliers on C n 9 with the aim of obtaining necessary conditions for the boundedness of a multiplier on L p (H n ).
The main tool here is the contraction of H n to C n introduced by Geller in [8] . Let
where reRl,θe [0, 2π] % , meZ n and z k = r k e ίθk , be a function in S^(H n ) and consider its Fourier transform /(λ) = Σm,«^«(λ; f)W™(X). The contraction process on the Fourier transform side consists in taking the limit of jR?(λ; /) as λ -> 0 and α -> + oo in such a way that (2α, + n)\\\-> r), for i = 1, , w. Let B m (r l9 , r Λ ; /) be this limit. It is well known that for k > 0 the Bessel function of order k J k (2rp) is the limit as λ -> 0 and 2j\X\->p of ίj(2|λ|r 2 ), uniformly for p in a compact set. Therefore from (2.2) and the Bessel transform formulas [14, Ch. 2, Theorem 1.6] Proof. Let g be the index conjugate to p. Ijt suffices to show that I = \ Mf(z)g(z)dzdz is bounded in absolute value byc||/|| p ||flr|| ff whenever /, fif 6 C c (C n ) , with c independent of / and #. We may assume that M m decreases rapidly, say \M m (ri, -',rl and observing that the constant c will not depend on σ. Therefore we may apply Fubini's theorem and the Fourier-Bessel transform to write:
Σ (-1) 1 "" 1 exp(i<m, θ'})
x Π J mk (r'φ k )ρ k dp k f(z -z r )g{z)dz f dz f dzdz
